
Al-Hallaj’s Marvelous Mural 

 Those Who See Do not Die 

 

Erring in the form of sleep: 

I have always been haunted by the 

idea of where one finally puts his 

head to rest; which land would he 

choose? I am constantly worried 

about controlling one’s destiny 

outside of their time long after they 

are gone. Therefore, the first thing I 

told myself after reading “Al-Hallaj’s 

Marvelous Mural ” by Rana Anani, 

illustrated by Mohammed Muti: this 

work rested Al-Hallaj’s head in a 

place other than his grave, even if this 

was the case without him asking for 

it. You cannot hear Hallaj say: yes, 

this is where I wanted my head to rest. 

Yet, it happened; the head finds 

lightness as the reader glides through 

the pages. There is a certainty that the 

dream is the reality not just the 

author's but also Al-Hallaj himself. 

The author was just the vessel by 

writing up Hallaj's dream and making 

him up differently: soaring with his 

head resting on his creatures. I would 

ask the children, would there be 

another place where a man may live? 

 

 A thick-bearded man with long white hair, who might look scary, but has a kind smile. Is there 

another place where this man could live other than in a mural he painted with his own hands- 

"Improvisations of Life"- close to his strange creatures and animals ?! 

Then what is the world where an artist like Al-Hallaj would inhabit- disapprovingly- yet with an 

irreversible  final judgment? A world where he moves  from Jaffa to Lod to Egypt and then 

between Damascus and Beirut; moving between oil painting and wood carving, ceramics and  

pottery, between photography, painting and graphics? It is a world that has the symbols of 

Egyptian and Canaanite civilizations. Wouldn't it be but the world of dreams? It is a world  

where Al-Hallaj and his life is all made up of dreams- same as his characters: the rooster, the 
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man with the bird's face, the man with a gun for a  head, and the wild galloping horse, the angry 

Capricorn,  the children who ride the fish in the sea, and the horses that swim opposite the 

current. These are all strange and wonderful beings, moving with him to convey his personal 

nostalgia, and his individualism, within the story of his homeland and people: a place only in 

dreams, a place resulting from erring in the form of sleep with the pretext that it brings wellness. 

“ Those who see do not die”  

The story chronicles the unique experience of Al-Hallaj. As the  artist he falls asleep and dreams, 

in his dream and wake cycles  he paints his creatures with characters and movements. These 

creatures start to animate as soon as he finishes painting them: they walk, run, neigh and fly. 

Then one day, after waking from another dream that he still has not processed;  he wakes up at 

the noise made by the creatures. He cannot find them, so he begins searching, catching each 

creatures as he goes. He looks where these creatures hide or follows their movement through 

which they wants to escape to another world, the realm of dreams form where they came. The 

realm of Hallaj's dream. As if to say that these creatures' journey started  from the dreams of the 

artist and then from within the life itself. These creatures are now an odd reality; trying to escape  

from life to life. as if the window of the artist's studio leads to another life, as if his studio is the 

head for a continuous dream that runs without interruption, as if these wondrous beings are eager 

for another exciting experience, not only be an attempt to turn from silent drawings into 

animated living creatures with strange shapes and wondrous abilities. As Hallaj, the artist catches 

the creatures, he puts them in his shirt. There his  belly swells with its creatures: the rooster, the 

horse and the two men with their strange heads, fish and birds- it becomes a state of urgency not 

met by the story's author in the text but present still. Then, the readers  discover that there is a 

secret door through which Hallaj returns his creatures to the mural. The same creatures he tried 

to save when he lost his life in a fire that broke out in his studio on the 17th of December  2002, 

becoming a great part of a fictional story: a dream or a story. 

 But then a voice  comes from within the mural and calls the artist, Hallaj's creatures are no less 

intelligent than he is, and they are no less anxious to spend a silent life next to him. As once he 

opens the secret door to answer the voice that called to him, he lives within the mural, and here 

exactly the artist starts a new role in life, taking the same path to the life as that of his creatures; 

an extended journey from dream to life to the desire to experience life in life. In the mural life 

starts, Hallaj's  artist  life also starts from  dreams within and through which  his creatures are 

complete: they walk and run and neigh and fly. In the mural, Al-Hallaj becomes an  observer 

with his wide eyes, he sees the world of fantasy that he saw in his dreams. 

Then, in the mural of the "Improvisations of Life" Mustafa al-Hallaj lives with the strange 

creatures and animals that received him joy, and dance. There in this strange mural is still living 

with his beings, weaving  endless stories, as if his life has become a real representation of one of 

his sayings: Those who see with the community's eyes never die. 

Departure and Residence: 

In the secret residence of Al-Hallaj inside his Mural he does not lose way to the occupied land, to 

which  he continuously dreamed of returning. Such nostalgia was very evident in his work, in 



different contexts. Yet, when he falls in the mural, his country is also waiting. The country where 

he saw himself walking in displacement, in dream, with his parents, with little water is a place he 

kept in his imagination. He  retained the details of the road, and the details of the country, never 

too far from his dreams. The story's author tackles this  relationship between Hallaj,  his country 

and his nostalgia in a light manner: you do not put stones in a bowl full of love but rather 

opening wings for Hallaj, like his creatures to fly- with simplicity of the daily, with depth of the 

legends.   

This story is one of the stories in the series for the  project " Tales from Palestinian Art". It is a  

light tale exposed through free movement illustration by artist Mohammed Muti and  light 

writing by Rana Anani, moving the reader within the world of beauty, accumulated by Hallaj all 

the forms of art. The book is like a legend,  a mythical dimensions of human life taking a walk 

with the human in the forests, in the deserts, over the mountains, under the rain, in storms, 

lightning, thunder and thirst, you see and feel and hear how life happened. The book may seem 

like a long road that is difficult to rest as it is a story for children and young adults but in  Al-

Hallaj’s Marvelous Mural  life is explained with infinite grace, there is no doubt that the rich 

world of Al-Hallaj who was always painfully gripping  pain, was a direct help for this book 

double to look and feel like it is one of Hallaj's dreams, steaming from his lush  imagination. 


